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U. S. Department of Energy Lockheed M a r t i n Energy Research Corporation
Objective Supply Capability Adaptive Redesign
PROJECT OVERVIEW
PROJECT STATEMENT
The Object Supply Capability Adaptive Redesign (OSCAR) system consists of three subsystems: the State Objective Supply capability (OSC) Gateway, the Excess Management Gateway, and the National Guard Bureau (NGB) OSC Gateway.
State OSC Gateway
Each state will run the State OSC Gateway subsystem on a workstation at its site. This subsystem will control communications between each state and the other two systems (which will both be running on a workstation at the NGB site in Arlington, Virginia). It will also be responsible for converting input data from multiple National Guard systems into a common format.
NGB will develop this subsystem internally. The Oak Ridge National Laboratory will be responsible for ensuring that communication and interfaces between the gateways and the other subsystems are established and perform effectively.
Excess Management Gateway
The Excess Management Gateway subsystem will streamline management of excess equipment that affects a unit's readiness to go to war. This streamlining will be achieved by automating some of the tasks that asset managers currently perform manually.
NGB OSC Gateway
The NGB OSC Gateway subsystem will store information about excess supplies at National Guard units across the country. When a unit orders new supplies, this subsystem will determine whether the supplies are available as excess fiom another National Guard site. If so, it will effect a transfer of the supplies.
PROJECT GOALS
The overall goal of this project is to deliver software to NGB that will enable it to more effectively manage its excess supplies. Specific functional goals will be grouped into project phases. At the conclusion of each phase, a prototype software module will be installed and feedback will be solicited fiom NGB. This feedback will be used to refine the project requirements further.
DELIVERABLES
Deliverables fall into two categories-documentation and software. Documentation deliverables are as follows: OSCAR Server version 3.0 (adds NGB OSC Gatewav).
Iv
OSCAR Server version 4.0 (adds ARMIS support).
Note that all software deliverables after the second phase of the project must interface with the State OSC Gateway that NGB will develop internally.
SPONSOR AND PROJECT STANDARDS
Documentation and software development will follow requirements as defined by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corporation (LMER).
Satisfying DOE and LMER standards will also satis@ NGB standards. 
SCHEDULE
A schedule for the project is shown in Appendix A. This schedule will be updated periodically during the life of the project.
As previously stated, OSCAR will be developed in phases. At the end of each phase, a prototype system will be installed and feedback will be solicited from NGB. This feedback will be used to refine the specifications and design of later phases. 
